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In the video above, Maria Zeee with ZeeeMedia interviews computer scientist Aman

Jabbi about the coming international vaccine passport, digital identity, the social credit

system being built in the West, and central bank digital currency (CBDC).

An Invisible Prison Has Been Built Just for You

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  December 05, 2022

An international vaccine passport, digital identity, a social credit system and a central

bank digital currency (CBDC) form a digital control system that will lock down the

population in perpetuity



Facial recognition is an essential part of the control structure, as it’s the “password” to

your digital identity



By the end of 2022, there will be 1 billion data collecting surveillance cameras in the

world, all connected to the internet and arti�cial intelligence (AI). Cameras and audio

recording devices in cell phones, automobiles and smart appliances also collect and

share data



All these data are then used to give each person an individual score, based on their

behavior, expression and interaction with the world. Ultimately, your social credit score,

will dictate what you can and cannot do, what you can buy and where you can go



Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is an absolutely crucial component, without which the control

system cannot work. The easiest way to push against this system is to starve AI of data

by refusing to use technologies that collect and share your personal data
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All these factors are now coming together to control the global population. As noted by

Zeee, this digital prison, which is already mostly built, will be the �nal lockdown of

mankind.

Your Digital Identity Will Be Your Digital Prison

In the video, Jabbi goes through a presentation that explains the digital prison that is

your digital identity — in other words, how your digital identity ties in with the coming

social credit system and will control what you can and cannot do in your everyday life.

As noted by Jabbi, surveillance cameras with facial recognition software have already

been erected around the world. They are an essential part of the control structure, and

this surveillance will be linked together with digital identity, the social credit score

system, carbon footprint tracking, CBDCs and more.

Facial recognition has been sold as a great convenience and security feature. With facial

recognition, you don’t need to remember pins or passwords, and since no one has your

exact face, it’s supposed to keep your personal accounts more secure.

But, as with most other technologies sold under the guise of convenience and security,

facial recognition is ultimately a tool for mass control and an essential part of your

individual digital prison. As explained by Jabbi, the Chinese control system is based on

facial recognition in combination with a social credit system.

He describes the Chinese social credit system as a feedback system that responds

based on your behavior. Unbeknownst to most Westerners, an identical system has

already been set in motion behind the scenes in Western countries — they just haven’t

told you yet.

Weaponized Surveillance

By the end of 2022, there will be 1 billion data collecting surveillance cameras in the

world, all connected to the internet and arti�cial intelligence (AI). The United States



actually has the most surveillance cameras per capita. China is second place and the

U.K. in third.

In addition to all of that data collection, cameras and audio recording devices in cell

phones, automobiles and smart appliances also collect and share data, even when

you’re at home.

All these data are then used to give each person an individual score based on their

behavior, expression and interaction with the world. Ultimately, that score — your social

credit score — will dictate what you can and cannot do, what you can buy and where you

can go.

As noted by Jabbi, there are also additional control mechanisms already built into the

hardware being erected. For example, many smart light poles have built-in charging

stations for drones, which in the future will be used for law and behavioral enforcement

purposes. We will largely be policed by AI and machines.

These smart light poles can also be weaponized. Built-in are LED incapacitators.

Sometimes referred to as “puke rays” for their ability to induce severe nausea, LED

incapacitators are weapons designed like a �ashlight that emit an extremely bright,

rapid and well-focused series of "differently-colored random pulses." According to Jabbi,

these lights can also induce brain damage, spinal damage, sickness and likely even

death.

LED combined with radar on some smart poles can also be used to identify people

carrying guns, and could theoretically be used as a weapon to selectively take out

people carrying weapons.

A New Chapter in the ‘Social Contract’

Digital identity has been described by the World Economic Forum (WEF) as a new

chapter in the social contract. The problem, as noted by Jabbi, is that the WEF’s new

social contract is one that none of us has agreed to. It’s being revised by the WEF and its

allies and thrust upon the rest of us, without our consent.



The vast majority of people don’t even know what this new social contract actually

entails, or how it will affect their personal day-to-day lives and individual decision-

making ability. That, for obvious reasons, has never been fully delineated because, if

fully understood by everyone, virtually no one on earth would accept it. After all, few

people with normal intelligence relishes having their lives dictated by someone else.

Source: World Economic Forum

As shown in the graphic above, your digital identity will be required to unlock all aspects

of life, from logging onto the Internet to accessing social services, travel, food, shopping

and �nancial services. If your social credit score is too low, one or more of these

aspects can be turned off and made unavailable to you. “So, by default, you’re always a

prisoner,” Jabbi says.

Your digital identity is con�rmed through facial recognition, and is tied to your social

score, carbon footprint score and CBDCs. As your social and carbon footprint scores go



down, so does your purchasing ability.

As noted by Zeee, the international vaccine passport proposed at the 2022 G20 meeting

is, at least right now, THE key to the entire effort to get everyone into the digital ID

system. So, preventing the adoption of vaccine passports is a central component of

resistance to the digital prison system in its entirety.

“ Once we accept digital identity, it’s Game Over for
humanity. ~ Aman Jabbi”

You must also reject the vaccine passport unless you’re willing to be a medical lab rat

for the rest of your life. Zeee cites documents stating 500 new vaccines will be ready by

2030 that are targeting most common diseases. It is likely that having an up-to-date

vaccination status will be one of the requirements to maintain a valid passport, which

will also serve as your digital identity.

In other words, vaccine refusal can be used to nullify or “lock” your digital ID, leaving you

unable to do, go or buy anything. The question is, what will those vaccines be? Basically,

you’ll have no choice but to comply, even if you believe or know that a vaccine can injure

or kill you, as is the case with the COVID jabs.

Zero Trust System

As explained by Jabbi, the new social contract created by the WEF and its allies is a

zero-trust system. In a physical prison, prisoners are under a zero-trust policy. In other

words, the guards don’t trust the prisoners and there are security measures in place to

make sure they behave. The new open-air prison system envisioned by the WEF is based

on the same premise.

Everywhere you go, you must prove who you are and that your compliance metrics are in

alignment with the prevailing rules. So, to buy food, you have to not only identify yourself



so that your purchase can be permanently logged as one of your purchases, but you also

have to meet certain compliance standards, or else your CBDC won’t work.

The default in this system is denial, so everything you want to do — absolutely

everything — must be unlocked by your digital ID. As noted by Jabbi, “Once we accept

digital identity, it’s Game Over for humanity.”

Geofencing and Smart Cities Form the Walls of Your Prison

To enforce your conditional access to life, geofencing will be used. Smart light poles

equipped with LED incapacitators can be used to prevent you from going beyond your

designated geofence, but there are also other geofencing mechanisms. For example,

your CBDC can be programmed to not work outside your district, and your smart car can

be programmed to shut down past a certain perimeter. Jabbi also reviews the inexorable

push toward smart cities, which will:

Limit your mobility and eliminate car ownership

Control you through weaponized surveillance

Ration water, electricity and gas consumption

Surveil your speech

Track your actions and whereabouts 24/7

Starve the Beast

Jabbi cites a formula created by the WEF’s philosophical guru Yuval Noah Harrari, to

describe technocrats’ ever-growing ability to hack humans: B x C x D = AHH

B stands for biological knowledge, C is computing power, D is data and AHH is the level

of ability to hack a human being. As noted by Jabbi, the ability to hack humans is

dependent on AI being fed a constant stream of data.



It’s a “beast system” in the sense that AI is the beast, and it needs to be fed. Its food is

data, gathered through a vast array of data conduits such as cameras, recording

devices, facial recognition, GPS and sensors of all kinds that make up the Internet of

Bodies. You can learn more about this in “Manufactured Dystopia — Globalists Won’t

Stop Hacking Humans.”

AI is an absolutely crucial component for success of the digital prison. Without it, it

cannot work. The answer then, is to starve the beast, and we do this by withholding our

data. “No amount of legislation can stop this,” he says, “it has to be done by the people.”

In short, we must refuse to use the technologies that gather our data.

We won’t be able to avoid them all. Smart light poles and tra�c cameras, for example,

cannot be avoided unless you avoid certain areas, which could include your own street.

But there are many we can avoid, such as smart watches, �tness trackers, smart

thermostats, smart TVs, AI assistants and Ring surveillance cameras just to name a

few.

We can also �ght, on a local level, to prevent the expansion of facial recognition

cameras and 5G, and we can refuse the coming vaccine passport, and the push toward

virtual reality. As noted by Jabbi, one way in which people are surreptitiously led into the

digital prison is by relying on apps that offer convenience, such as apps that allow you

to order food or transportation.

Eventually, they’ll phase out apps on your phone and transfer them to virtual reality

googles, so that you have to be in the virtual world in order to use them. It’s important to

understand why this is done. It’s to force you deeper into the digital prison system,

which includes digital clones and living much of your life in a virtual reality.

China Demonstrates Coming Prison State

At present, China is being rocked by massive protests against the Zero-COVID policy

that is used to imprison tens of millions of people in their homes for weeks on end.

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/transhumanism-hacking-humans


You’d think an American company like Apple would stand for American values like

freedom but, no, it does not. It’s working with the Chinese government to quell dissent.

As reported by Bloomberg  November 9, 2022, Apple is limiting its iPhone �le-sharing

tool, restricting AirDrops from non-contacts to 10 minutes. The wireless �le-sharing

feature was used to share pictures and videos from the protests, thereby encouraging

more people to join.

According to Bloomberg, while the change was only made to phones sold in China,

Apple says it plans to roll out the same limitation globally. Why? Are they predicting anti-

government protests elsewhere?

According to a Twitter user named Songpinganq,  the video above shows iPhone

workers clashing with police over the country’s Zero-COVID policy. In response, the

Chinese government is alleged to have remotely switched all of the protesters’ COVID

passports to “red,” which prevents them from entering public spaces.

If they try to enter a building, for example — including residential complexes — an alarm

will go off and they’ll be detained and escorted to a quarantine camp which, by the way,

they have to pay for. That’s how easy it is for the government to eliminate undesirables

from society once this kind of control system is in place.

(For the record, I cannot con�rm that the featured video is indeed iPhone workers, or

that they’re speci�cally protesting the COVID measures. Regardless, the basic premise

remains true, which is that government would be able to control large masses of people

remotely, through their digital identity/vaccine passport.)

The video  below is said to be from a Chinese quarantine camp. A health worker walks

through the complex measuring the detainees’ body temperature. The second video

shows the inside of a quarantine cubicle.

The World Is Starting to Catch On
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The good news is people around the world are starting to realize what’s happening. As

explained by legal philosopher Eva Vlaardingerbroek (video above), the reason there are

now mass protests around Europe is because they’re realizing that the COVID vaccine

passport system rolled out in Europe is a control system that has no expiration date.

They’re realizing it’s meant to be permanent, and that it will be expanded.

In the video below, a young Chinese man describes how the digital ID, CBDCs and the

social credit system operates in China. By 2017, they already had the technology to

automatically deduct �nes from your account for infractions such as jaywalking, and the

control network is only getting larger and more sophisticated.

Is this what we want in the West? Is this what you want for your children and your

grandchildren? If not, you need to participate in the movement to prevent it, and that

starts with making changes in your own life to starve the beast of your personal data,

and educating your family and friends about this necessity.
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